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A cultural system is the interaction of different elements of culture. While a cultural system is
quite different from a social system, sometimes both systems together are referred to as the
sociocultural .
The rationalization of this research was an exploration and discrimination about humanizing
research culture system through Quality Assurance Practices (QAP) in the Universities in
Pakistan pertaining to the views of students, teachers and Directors of Quality Enhancement
Cells (QEC's). Some cultural anthropologists would describe the cultural systems as “big C”
(macroculture) and “little C” (microculture). The macroculture A larger cultural system. refers
to a larger cultural system, for example, Catholicism is a culture that is not bounded by
geography. Good examples of cultural systems are all around us. You can look at the elements
that govern the way people construe ideas and behaviors, and collectively, these elements
make up a cultural system. This is a simplistic definition, but one that we. (1) Culture is a
holistic "system" with continuities between the interrelated components of that system. (2)
Culture provides rules and routines that facilitate order, regularity, familiarity, and
predictability to what is otherwise a disorganized world of people, things, and acts.
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